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What IWhat I’’m going to talk aboutm going to talk about

 Brief overview of the NFLA and Mayors for Peace

 How both organisations work on nuclear weapons 

 NPT Preparatory Conference, Vienna, May 2012 

 The wider political debate on nuclear weapons –
internationally, Trident replacement

 Importance of being in NFLA and Mayors for Peace



The NFLA and nuclear weaponsThe NFLA and nuclear weapons
 Established in 1980 – 32 years old in November
 Set up over concerns about nuclear weapons
 Creation of ‘Nuclear Weapon Free Zones’
 Have prominent members in England, Scotland, 

Wales, Northern Ireland & Republic of Ireland
 Campaign and research actively on nuclear power 

and nuclear weapons issues
 Principal voice on nuclear issues in local government
 Strong interaction with Governments and NGOs



Mayors for PeaceMayors for Peace
 Inspired by establishment of NFLA

 Set up in 1982 Hiroshima call for solidarity of the 
world’s cities to oppose nuclear weapons

 5400 members – 1 billion people’s representatives

 UN registered NGO.

 Largest local government group in the world

 Close relationship with NFLA 

 Manchester and Glasgow board members



Mayors for Peace in UK & IrelandMayors for Peace in UK & Ireland
 85 members

 Many major cities are members: London, Oxford, 
Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Dublin, Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Dundee, Belfast, Bristol, Coventry

 Cross-party membership

 Works through UK-wide working group 
administered by Manchester



Nuclear weapons conundrumNuclear weapons conundrum
 EVERYONE wants peace and a nuclear weapons 

free world (don’t they?)

 BUT those that have them are reluctant to give 
them up for many reasons 

 AND the longer they have them the more those 
who don’t have them start to think they should!

The NPT is the ‘plaster’ to cover the wound 









Dr Hans Blix, former IAEA ChiefDr Hans Blix, former IAEA Chief
““Many nonMany non--nuclearnuclear--weapon weapon 
states, on the other hand, feel states, on the other hand, feel 
cheated that while they have cheated that while they have 
consented to remain without consented to remain without 
nuclear weapons indefinitely, nuclear weapons indefinitely, 
the nuclearthe nuclear--weapon states weapon states 
have not.have not.””

““The UK and US plans to The UK and US plans to 
develop a new generation of develop a new generation of 
nuclear weapons is a defiance nuclear weapons is a defiance 
of the NPT. Their preaching of the NPT. Their preaching 
nonnon--proliferation to the world proliferation to the world 
sounds hollow when they, sounds hollow when they, 
themselves develop new themselves develop new 
weapons.weapons.””



Stages to a nuclear weapons freeStages to a nuclear weapons free
worldworld –– NGO viewNGO view
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Nuclear Weapons ConventionNuclear Weapons Convention

“Some governments tell 
us that a nuclear 
weapons convention is 
premature and unlikely.  
Don’t believe them.  
They told us the same 
thing about a mine ban 
treaty.”

Jody Williams, Nobel 
Peace Prize Winner, 1997



NPT PrepCom 2012NPT PrepCom 2012 -- contextcontext

NEGATIVES -
 Iran and Israel and a potential conflict
 North Korea nuclear weapons programme
 India & Pakistan nuclear weapon tests
 Retention of nuclear weapons by the UK therefore 

undermines the treaty
POSITIVES -
 Finland host Middle East Middle East NWFZ Conference
 Norway / Switzerland suggested Conference on the 

humanitarian effects of nuclear weapons
 UK / Norway initiative on verification of nuclear weapon 

dismantling



Article VI of the NPTArticle VI of the NPT

“Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to 
pursue negotiations in GOOD FAITH on effective 
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms 
race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, 
and on a Treaty on general and complete 
disarmament under strict and effective international 
control.”

Mayors for Peace share this aspiration                       
in its ‘Good Faith Challenge’ to State 
Parties



Mayors for PeaceMayors for Peace -- NPT PrepComNPT PrepCom

 Met 23 State delegations to lobby 
support for a NWC 

 Met with other NGO groups

 Held Forum meeting on the role of 
Mayors for Peace in the nuclear 
weapons debate

 Opened A-bomb exhibitions at UN 
Centre and Vienna City Hall

 Held 2020 Vision Board meetings 
to discuss strategy



NGOs working togetherNGOs working together



NPT PrepCom 2012NPT PrepCom 2012 -- outcomesoutcomes
 No major disagreements but critical issues only lightly 

touched
 Fukushima incident meant much concern over ‘peaceful’ 

use of nuclear power 
 Support for Finnish and Norwegian Conferences
 Lots of discussion on humanitarian issues around a 

nuclear weapon attack
 Many states called for a NWC but the nuclear weapon 

states remained quiet on the issue
 Financial issues around nuclear may become an issue in 

next few years for weapons as well as nuclear power 
debate



Trident replacementTrident replacement
 UK has reduced stock to around 200 warheads
 4 nuclear submarines
 £97bn for Trident replacement
 Alternatives review in place but Defence Minister Nick 

Harvey sacked – what is its future status?
 Should be a major 2015 election issue
 Important to have this on politicians agenda
 In tough financial times money for Trident could be 

diverted to key public services, including local 
government 



‘‘Two Parliaments of painTwo Parliaments of pain’’

What alternatives could this money be spent on?



The importance of NFLA / MayorsThe importance of NFLA / Mayors
for Peace in this debatefor Peace in this debate

“Building a more peaceful 
world does not start in 
meeting rooms in New York 
or Geneva.  It starts from the 
ground up, in 
neighbourhoods, in 
communities.  It starts with 
enlightened leaders in cities 
and towns around the world.” 

Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary-
General, May 2010, New York



HiroshimaHiroshima--Nagasaki exhibitionsNagasaki exhibitions



Join Mayors for Peace and NFLA!Join Mayors for Peace and NFLA!
 We are particularly keen to increase membership 

across the UK & Ireland in M4P / NFLA – useful 
role as UK a nuclear weapon state and Ireland a 
leading UN neutral member

 Mayors for Peace profile at NPT is now very high 
and it is becoming more influential year on year

• To do it:
- Build cross party support
- Use the political process to get a long-term 

commitment of support
- Mayors for Peace is free (donations v welcome)
- NFLA fee remains small relative to the services 

it provides its members
- A voice on a critical issue of global importance



Thank you for listening.Thank you for listening.

Further information…

www.nuclearpolicy.info

www.mayorsforpeace.org

www.2020visioncampaign.org


